Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection– Instructions for Use
Not a form of contraception
Ó 2019 femSense is a registered trademark of SteadySense GmbH. All rights
reserved.
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The system at a glance

Illustration 1: femSense Temperature Patch

Illustration 2: femSense Smartphone app

The femSense Kinderwunsch Conception Support system comprises of:
• An intelligent temperature reading patch, see Illustration 1
• The femSense app, see Illustration 2

Compatible Devices
The requirements for using the femSense Kinderwunsch Patch and the femSense
app are as follows:
• Apple iOS 13.0 or higher, iPhone 7 or a newer version
• Android OS 6.0 Marshmallow or higher, any Near-Field-Communication (NFC)
capable Android Smartphone
An internet connection (at least 3G or Wireless) is also required.
You can find out whether the operating system of your smartphone is compatible,
in the device information of your smartphone

Security
The femSense app is secured by a password assigned by the user and a PIN code.
The patch is read by Near-Field-Communication technology and can therefore not
be read unnoticed by third parties.
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What is femSense?
femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection is a
product that can accurately determine a woman's
fertile days based on the increase in basal body
temperature.
femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection is
made up of:
• The femSense Patch
• The femSense Smartphone App
The femSense patch is a single use product
comprised of a precision temperature sensor
encased in a plaster made of biocompatible
materials. The femSense patch is stuck under the
arm and worn during the cycle for a period of up
to 7 days.
The femSense app activates the patch, measures
the body temperature at pre-defined intervals and
stores the data in the temperature sensor for
further processing.

Illustration 3: Using femSense Kinderwunsch

The patch should be read once a day using an
NFC-enabled smartphone with the femSense app. The data collected by the sensor
is processed by the app and the user is notified about her fertile days.

The femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection patch is a non-invasive product
that can only be applied to healthy skin and provides information about a woman's
fertile days based on body temperature measurements. It is not intended for
medical diagnosis or therapeutic purposes.
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Who can use femSense?
femSense is for women of childbearing age with regular menstrual cycles (28 +/-3
days), who wish to have children and learn more about their menstrual cycle.
If you have an irregular cycle femSense cannot work accurately, we recommend
therefore consulting a doctor before using femSense if you have very irregular
cycles.

Restrictions
While weight is not a restriction, being significantly overweight or underweight can
reduce the reliability of femSense.
Certain medical conditions prevent femSense from reliably predicting ovulation.
These include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Severe, acute or chronic diseases
Heavy consumption of alcohol or nicotine
Oligomenorrhea (infrequent menstrual periods)
Polycystic ovary syndrome
Obesity
Hirsutism (excessive hair growth)
Plaster allergy

Some forms of medication can cause have an influence on your body temperature.
If you take some medication please consult your doctor regarding the use of
femSense and the intake of medication and additionally check medication’s patient
information for possible side effects.
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First steps with femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection
To use femSense Kinderwunsch correctly, the following steps must be taken:

Step 1: Download the femSense app
Downloading options:
Directly from the femSense Website
www.femsense.com/en/download
Download from the App Store

Illustration 4: femSense package

Scan the QR code on the inside of
the packet, you will be automatically
transferred to the femSense website.

Step 2: Registration
After you have downloaded the femSense app, open
the app and follow the on-screen instructions to create a
new user account.
Your user account is composed of your name, e-mail
address and a password. All information will be treated in
the strictest confidence.
Information about the femSense Privacy Policy:
www.femsense.com/en/dataprotection
Information on the General Terms and Conditions:
www.femsense.com/en/conditions
Illustration 5: Register with email
address
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Step 3: Data Input
After successful registration you will be asked for your personal and cycle-relevant
data.

The femSense app needs the
following personal data to verify
that femSense can reliably detect
your ovulation:
• Age
• Height
• Weight

Illustration 6: Enter personal data

The femSense app needs to know the first day of your last
period and the average length of your cycle in order to
forecast your next cycle

Illustration 7: Enter cycle relevant data
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Step 4: Buying femSense Patches
The femSense patches can be ordered online in the
web shop at www.femsense.com/en/kinderwunsch
or in the femSense app by tapping on “Order Patches”

Illustration 8: femSense app
Kinderwunsch Home screen

Starting femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection
femSense would like to support you getting pregnant, to do this you have to
activate the Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection function in the femSense app so
that we can determine the optimal time to apply the patch.
The steps to starting femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection:

Step 1: Remove a femSense patch from the box.

Step 2: Open the femSense app, choose
"Kinderwunsch" in the menu and click on "Start
Kinderwunsch".

Illustration 9: Step 2. Start Kinderwunsch
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Step 3: The app is now ready to activate the patch.

Slide the back of the smartphone over the patch until it
vibrates, hold it in this position for a couple of seconds
until the app has detected the patch.

Illustration 10: Step 3,
Reading the patch

Step 4: You can then return the patch to the box. You do not need it again until the
day the app advises you to stick on the patch.

Step 5: The femSense Kinderwunsch Ovulation
Detection function has now been activated. Tap on the
play symbol to watch a short instructional video
explaining how femSense Kinderwunsch works.
Tap on “Continue” to carry on.

Illustration 11: Step 5, Welcome to
femSense Kinderwunsch
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Step 6: When you tap on “Continue” the app can then
calculate your cycle and will inform you, in the form of a
countdown, when to stick on the patch.
If you started femSense Kinderwunsch
Ovulation Detection in the middle of your
cycle, you must wait until your next cycle
to apply the patch.

Illustration 12: Step 6, Countdown

Step 7: The app will inform you when it is time to stick on
the patch. The instructional video will give you step by
step instructions on how to correctly apply the patch.
You will find more detailed information on how to apply,
wear and read the femSense patch in the chapter The
femSense Kinderwunsch patch in action.
The procedure for starting the femSense patch for iOS
and Android devices is described in .

Illustration 13: Stick patch today

If you do not stick on the patch in time, femSense cannot reliably
detect your ovulation and you will have to wait until your next cycle
to apply the patch.
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Scanning a patch and Starting the Kinderwunsch Ovulation
Detection function gives you access to the app for 3 months. You
may suspend a cycle during these 3 months if necessary. For more
information visit www.femsense.com/en/faq.

The femSense Kinderwunsch patch in action
If you have been instructed by the femSense app, as in illustration 13, to apply the
patch, please follow the three steps below before beginning.

Step 1: Preparation
Clean under your arm with a non-greasy soap or shower gel and dry well.
Do not use any creams, lotions or deodorants before applying the
patch, these can affect the adhesive power of the patch

Once the patch has been correctly
applied you can use deodorant or
cream as normal

Step 2: The correct position
The correct position to apply the patch is determined by
the "three-finger rule". Put your hand on your hip and
hold 3 fingers from your other hand under your armpit.
The position of the ring finger determines the correct
position for upper edge of the femSense patch. Please
note - it is easier to do this in front of a mirror. The patch
should be stuck in the middle between the chest and
back muscles, as shown in Illustration 14, to achieve an
optimal result.

Illustration 14: Finding the correct
position
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Step 3: Sticking the patch
Carefully remove the patch from its product package.
There are two forms of individual packaging for the patch
•
•

Patch on carrier foil:
Carefully remove the patch from the carrier
Patch in individual package
Pull the lashes of the individual package on the side
shown in Illustration 15 apart and take out the patch.

Hold the small part of the peel-off film, remove the large
part of the peel-off film and hold it so that the rounded
edges face upwards or downwards.
The patch can now be stuck in the correct position.
Illustration 15: Opening the
individual package
Remove the remaining part of the peel-off foil and smooth
the plaster down gently on all sides.
After sticking on the patch, the app will instruct you to read the patch for the first
time to activate it.
Do not stretch the patch as this can lead to
skin irritation.

Do not touch the sticky side of the patch as
this can reduce the adhesive power. Do not
drop the patch as this can lead to
contamination on the adhesive surface.
The femSense patch is a single use product
and may not be used a second time, the
adhesive surface may be contaminated and
lead to skin irritations.

Starting the femSense Patch

Illustration 16: Position of
the femSense Patch

After attaching the patch, the patch needs to be started.
The following steps describe the starting procedure for
your smartphone.
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Starting with iOS Smartphones

Step 1:
After attaching the patch, the starting procedure begins by
tapping on “Read Patch”. An instructional video shows you
how to start the patch: https://youtu.be/AfsIBqcdGtI

Illustration 17: Step 1, starting
the patch

Step 2:
Place the top edge of the backside of your iPhone onto
the center of the patch to start it.

After your iPhone vibrates, hold it on the
patch for several seconds, to ensure the
patch and phone have communicated.

Illustration 18: Step 2, ready to
scan

Step 3:
After successfully starting the patch,
it must be read a second time to
complete the starting procedure.

Illustration 19: Step 3, second scan
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Starting with Android Smartphones

Step 1:
After attaching the patch, the starting procedure begins by
tapping on “Read Patch”.
Please make sure that the NFC function on
your smartphone is switched on.

Illustration 20: Step 1, starting
the patch

Step 2:
Place the back of your smartphone on the patch to start it.
A vibration confirms that the patch was started.
Keep your smartphone on the patch for a
few seconds after the vibration, to ensure
the patch and phone have communicated.
Illustration 21: Step 2, start
patch

Error Messages

Halten Sie ihr Smartphone auch nach der
Vibration noch einige Sekunden auf den
Patch, damit dieser vollständig gestartet
werden kann.
When the NFC connection was
interrupted during the starting procedure,
an error message, as in Illustration 29, will
appear. Tap on “Try again” and place your
smartphone (depending on your OS) onto
the patch and remain in this position for a
couple of seconds.

Illustration 22: No NFC connection
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Reading the femSense Patch
While you are wearing the patch, the femSense app will remind you every day to
read the patch, so that the femSense app can identify your ovulation. The following
steps describe reading the patch for each operating system.
For optimal results the femSense patch such be read in the
morning. We recommend reading within a couple of hours after
getting up.
.
Reading with iOS smartphones
Step 1: Select the Kinderwunsch
function in the femSense app and
press "Read patch".
Step 2: The app is now ready to read
your temperature data.
Place the top edge of the backside of
your iPhone onto the patch until it
vibrates and confirms the data
readout.
Illustration 23: Step 1,
preparation for read iOS

Illustration 24: Step 2, ready to
read iOS

Reading with Android Smartphones
Step 1: Select the Kinderwunsch
function in the femSense app and
press "Read patch".
Step 2: The app is now ready to read
your temperature data.
Place the backside of your
smartphone over the patch until it
vibrates and confirms the data
readout.
Illustration 25: Step 1,
preparation for read
Android

Illustration 26: Step 2, ready to
read Android
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Wearing the femSense patch
After applying the patch, the femSense app begins a
countdown to your fertile days.
The patch remains under the arm for 5 to 7 days,
depending on when the femSense app detects
ovulation.
The femSense Patch is made of skin-friendly materials
and should therefore not cause allergic reactions.
However, it may cause slight skin irritation, a mild burning
sensation or itching, which should only occur
temporarily.

If you feel discomfort on the skin for a
longer duration while wearing the patch,
you should remove it immediately.

Illustration 27: Countdown to the
fertile days

While wearing
The femSense Patch is designed to withstand daily
activities such as showering and light exercise with ease.

Particularly strenuous activities, such as
intense physical exercise resulting in
heavy perspiration, long baths or saunas,
can significantly reduce the adhesive
strength of the patch or could cause skin
irritations and should be avoided while
wearing it.

Illustration 28: Sport with the
femSense patch

You should not have a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computer
Tomography (CT) scan while wearing the patch, the battery in the
femSense patch could interact with the magnetic fields or interfere with
the x-ray.
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If you miss a reading on one day, valuable temperature data could be
lost and ovulation detection becomes less accurate.

If you forget a reading the app will remind you with a push-notification.

Removing the femSense patch
If ovulation has been detected the femSense app will
notify you to remove the patch, as shown in Illustration 21.

After notification, the patch can be lifted gently on one
side and removed carefully.
Due to the duration of use and the adhesive strength of
the patch, slight skin irritation, itching, burning or redness
may occur, which should, however, subside after 48 hours
at the latest.

Illustration 29: Ovulation detected

If no ovulation has been detected you will be advised to
remove the patch, after 7 days at most. See illustration 22.
When the app tells you to remove the app
you should remove it as soon as possible.
Tap on “Patch Removed” to complete the
procedure.

Illustration 30: No ovulation
detected
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Disposal
The femSense patch should not be disposed of in normal household waste. The
patch is a small electrical appliance and must therefore be disposed of in
accordance with local recycling regulations.
You can find more information on this topic in Sustainability.
The patch should be disposed of immediately. Do not open or cut
the patch, this could result in injury or harm.

What happens after wearing the patch
Irrespective of whether femSense was able to detect your
ovulation or not, the countdown towards a first pregnancy test
appears on the Kinderwunsch screen. If you are not pregnant
you can also enter the first day of your next period here by
tapping on “Period”

Illustration 31: Days till
pregnancy test

You will be notified on the first day it is possible to do a
pregnancy test. On this page you can enter whether you have
done a positive pregnancy test or whether your period has
started.
If you tap on “I am pregnant” the Kinderwunsch Ovulation
Detection feature in the app automatically switches to
pregnancy mode.

Illustration 32: Enter pregnancy
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If you tap on “Period” you will asked to enter the date of your
period so that femSense can calculate the fertile days in your
next cycle and the countdown to sticking on a new patch can
begin.

Please confirm the beginning of your
period as soon as possible so that the app
can calculate your next cycle.

Illustration 33: Enter period

If you do not make an entry for several days, the app will show you
how many days your period is overdue. You can also enter here
whether you are pregnant, or your period has started.

Pregnancy mode
When you confirm a pregnancy, the Kinderwunsch Ovulation
Detection function in the app automatically switches to pregnancy
mode.
Illustration 34: App-Screen Overdue
There you can follow your pregnancy weekly and femSense
calculates an expected date of birth for you, which you can
edit at any time.
If you are no longer pregnant, you can exit the pregnancy mode
by tapping on "I am no longer pregnant".

When you choose "I am no longer pregnant"
the app then switches to the cycle tracker
mode and the Kinderwunsch Ovulation
Detection function can be restarted as shown
in Starting femSense Kinderwunsch .
Illustration 35: Pregnancy mode
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Other features of the femSense app
In addition to the Kinderwunsch Ovulation Detection function already described,
the femSense app also features a Cycle Tracker in the form of a calendar, a
statistical evaluation of your entered data and a menu where you can, among other
things, update your account entries and order patches in the app shop.

1

2

3

Illustration 36: femSense app features

1

The Calendar

The calendar works as a cycle tracker in which you find forecasts for your next
period and fertile days and where you can enter personal details.
Your personal data will be treated confidentially and will not be passed on to third
parties.
For more information about the femSense Cycle Tracker visit
http://www.femsense.com/en/faq

Recorded period
Predicted period
A selected day will be
highlighted
A grey dot means that data was
entered on this day
Today is marked with a ring

Illustration 37: Description of the calendar upper half

Predicted fertile day
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Illustration 30 shows the calendar lower
half. Here you will find previously entered
data and can enter new personal details
about moods, sexual activity or
symptoms.
Tapping on this button allow you
to add new details.

Illustration 38: Description of calendar lower half

The input field offers many different input options in which personal details can be
documented.

Individual selection
• Menstrual flow
• Sexual activity

Multiple selection
• Symptoms
• Ailments
• Activities

Illustration 39: Input possibilities
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Range Slider
• Sleep duration
• Moods

Manual entry
• My Notes

Illustration 40: Input possibilities in
Cycle Tracker

2

Statistics

The statistics include data such as the average
length of your cycle, the average duration of your
period, and how heavy your periods are. The
longer you use the femSense app, the more
accurate the statistical evaluation will be.

Illustration 41: Statistics screen
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3

Menu

The menu is divided into 2 areas where you can manage your account and find
additional functions and information.

In My Body and Me you can view and
edit your account and user data.
Additionally, you can activate the
pregnancy mode here.
In femSense you will find Instructions
for use, instructional videos and can
contact femSense via About
femSense.
You can order new patches in Shop
.You will also find the terms of use and
privacy policy, contact the technical
support and rate femSense in the App
Store. Furthermore, you can find links
to the femSense blog as well as the
frequently asked questions.

Illustration 42: Menu of the femSense App

In About femSense you get directly to the femSense
website by tapping on www.femsense.com where you
can, for example, read through the FAQs. Here you can
also see what version of the femSense app is installed
on your device.

If you have any questions or problems, you can contact
femSense by tapping on the field „Contact us “. This will
automatically open your mail program.
Illustration 43: About femSense
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If technical problems occur, tap on Contact Support in
the menu, to get in touch with the technical customer
support. If you have a problem with the patch you can
read the patch and your email program will open
automatically, here you can explain your problem and
your app logs are sent to directly to our technical
support team.

Illustration 44: Contact support

Technical data and other information
Why does femSense use Near Field Communication technology?
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a method for contactless transmission of data
over distances of a few centimeters. NFC is used on a daily basis for payments with
credit or ATM cards. The advantage of NFC is that due to the short-distance range
of communication only you can read the data from your femSense patch. In
addition, unlike Bluetooth, you are not exposed to any active radiation.

Symbols
•
•

Manufacturer

•

Single use only

•

Batch identification

•

Use by

•
•
•

Storage temperature
Recycling Green Dot
CE Marking

•
•

Observe electronic instructions for use (eiFU)
Medical Device
Do not dispose with household waste
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Environmental factors
The femSense Patch should be stored in a dry place between +5°C and +35°C
(+40°F and +95°F) and away from direct sunlight.

Water resistance
The femSense patches are tested for water resistance (IPX5).

Sustainability
The sensor encased in the femSense patch uses a battery as an energy source, it
must not be disposed of with regular household waste but should be disposed of in
accordance with the relevant local regulations.
All femSense product packaging, the box as well as the transport packaging,
consist of recyclable paper or cardboard and should be disposed of in the paper
recycling. The individual package can be separated and disposed of in the plastic
or paper waste.
femSense offers the facility to have your patches recycled. For further information
please contact support@femsense.com.

Return/Exchange options
For further information please see www.femsense.com/en/conditions.

Safety notices
Please read and comply with the instructions for use and the safety instructions.
Improper use or disposal can be harmful to your health and involve potential risk for
third parties.

Help
If your femSense product develops a defect while in use or you experience
unexpected side effects, please contact femSense immediately by e-mail at
support@femsense.com.
You will find further helpful information in the FAQs section
http://www.femsense.com/en/faq

Contact
If you have any questions or feedback, please contact us at: hello@femsense.com
or in the app at: MenuàAbout femSense “Contact us”
You can also find femSense on Social Media.
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